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This dark eye, surrounded by the breath of Hongmeng and Yuandao, burst out from the pupil of his eye. 

With the palm of the master of the magic tablet, he rolled to kill the Alsophila tea tree and burned it to 

ashes. 

 

"It's Hongmeng Yuanshu, black prison and Tianzhao!" 

 

The face of Alsophila spinulosa tea tree changed. The root of the tree was deeply rooted in the world of 

the yellow spring, so he could not dodge it. He looked at Ye Chen in a hurry. 

 

"Transformation of soul and body, demon boxing!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are cold, and a trace of the supernatural devil's body condenses and twines around his 

fist. The fierce and powerful breath bursts out and blows hard at the palm of the master of the magic 

tablet. 

 

The move of the Lord of the magic tablet, called the black prison Tianzhao, is a magic power evolved 

from the thirty-three Tianhong Mongolian law, the black prison breaks the sky pupil. Once put into 

practice, the black flame rolls like the black sun and the sky light. Before the enemy is burned to ashes, 

Tianzhao and Heiyan will not be extinguished. 

 

If the flame of the black prison lights up on the Alsophila spinulosa tea tree, the whole tree will turn into 

ashes, and there will be no possibility of survival at all. 

 

Bang! 

 

Ye Chen naturally will not see the Alsophila tree die, a hard blow, and the master of the magic tablet 

palm collision. 



 

With one fist and one palm, the air collided and exploded, and countless evil Qi and black flame were 

raging like flowing fire, burning the air current in the sky and making a hissing sound. 

 

The eye in the palm of the master of the magic stele is closed by Ye Chen. 

 

However, ye Chen was also attacked by the intense black inflammation. Half of his arms were wrapped 

in the dark sky fire. His flesh and blood were rustling, and he was under terrible burning, as if his bones 

were in pain and would be burned to ashes. 

 

"In such a state, you dare to fight against me and die!" 

 

The master of the magic stele snorted coldly. Just now, ye Chen was crushed by the gear of fate. At the 

critical moment of Alsophila tea tree, ye Chen had no time to open up the supernatural demon body, 

but borrowed a trace of evil Qi. 

 

It is impossible to fight against the master of the magic tablet by relying on this trace of magic Qi. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen felt the tremendous power from the heart of the master of the magic tablet. 

The two hands collided with each other, and the Qi machine was in confrontation. Even if ye Chen 

wanted to stop his hand, it was impossible. 

 

"Lord!" 

 

The face of Alsophila spinulosa tea tree changes greatly. Ye Chen's cultivation level is very different from 

that of the master of the magic tablet. If he is not absolutely possessed by the devil, he will not be the 

enemy of the master of the magic tablet. Sooner or later, he will be crushed. 

 

"Ha ha..." 

 

Ye Chen coldly smiles, but does not have the slightest flustered appearance, the way: "Lin girl, this is 

your hand!" 



 

"Me?" 

 

Lin Qingzhu stepped out from the edge of the world of the netherworld, trembling slightly, and just 

came to dominate the fate. Fortunately, the master of the magic tablet was not aimed at her, so she did 

not get too much impact. 

 

Now hearing Ye Chen's call, Lin Qingzhu is a little afraid and at a loss. 

 

The battle between Ye Chen and the Lord of the magic stele is so grand and terrifying that it deeply 

shakes her heart. 

 

"Use the magic blood stone, quick!" 

 

Ye Chen shouts violently. At the critical moment of confrontation, he and the master of the magic tablet 

are connected with each other's fists and palms. They can't escape unless they kill the other party first. 

 

At this time, it is a good time to use the magic blood stone to suppress the Lord of the magic tablet. 

 

"I..." 

 

Lin Qingzhu's forehead is sweating. She has never seen such a big battle scene before. Now she is a little 

flustered. 

 

Hum! 

 

Fortunately, at this time, the Alsophila spinulosa tea tree, a branch of the tree, was shining brightly, 

guarding the forest. 

 

All of a sudden, Lin Qingzhu's mood is clear and comfortable, and the whole person's spirit is greatly 

improved, and he is no longer afraid. 



 

"Good, Lord of reincarnation, I will help you!" 

 

As soon as Lin Qingzhu gnaws his teeth, he sacrifices the blood stone and recites the mantra and Jue. 

The whole stone releases its blood red glory. 

 

"This is..." 

 

The master of the magic stele saw the light of the demon blood stone, and his pupils shrank, and he felt 

that the sky was in great danger. 

 

He felt that the stone was made of materials from the supreme world, and it had the prestige left by the 

reincarnation master, which could effectively suppress all the evil Qi in the world. 

 

Even if he is suppressed by the demon blood stone, he will be greatly damaged. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

The master of the magic tablet bit his teeth and tried to pull back, but his palm was firmly stuck with Ye 

Chen's fist. Under the confrontation, he couldn't get out of the way. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

The master of the magic stele gave a big drink, and the reincarnation magic tablet was suspended on his 

head. A huge "magic" character was exploded from his palm and blasted hard at Ye Chen. He did not 

want to consume the spirit of the magic tablet, but also to get rid of the shackles of confrontation. 

 

Dun time, ye Chen also felt the majestic magic road pressure, hard impact. 

 

"The power of the gods can suppress demons." 

 



"If the gods say to be bright, the evil spirit in the world will be eliminated." 

 

At this time, Lin Qingzhu's mouth chanted many ancient and complex incantations, as if to communicate 

with the supreme heaven. The surrounding laws roared with thunder, and a succession of majestic 

blood light, like the sacred sword of gods, chopped at the master of the magic tablet."Not good!" 

 

The master of the magic stele has changed greatly. Even if Lin Qingzhu has a magic blood stone, he can't 

be hurt. 

 

However, now he and ye Chen confront each other, completely unable to move, let alone start. 

 

Whew! 

 

A wisp of blood light turned into a magic sword, which was cut on the master of the magic stele. 

 

The master of the magic stele has a cracked canthus, and his body suddenly appears a series of ferocious 

scars. The whole person's evil spirit is also quickly suppressed. 

 

Under the impact of the blood light of the demon blood stone, only in the blink of an eye, the master of 

the magic stele was greatly injured and his face was pale. 

 

This stone can be used to suppress the demonic sword. The owner of the magic tablet can't resist it. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

A mouthful of blood, mixed with some internal organs, spewed out from the main mouth of the magic 

tablet. 

 

Under the restraint of the demon blood stone, he was seriously injured. 

 

"Six samsara, evil ghost and mysterious female!" 



 

Ye Chen takes advantage of this opportunity to shoot out with a fierce blow. On top of his fist, the light 

of the six samsara laws, the laws of the hungry ghost road and the animal Road, roll and rage, as if to 

suppress everything. 

 

The breath of countless ghosts and ghosts, with the heavenly power of six reincarnations, surrounds Ye 

Chen's fist and blows at the master of the magic tablet. 

 

If the Lord of the magic tablet is hit by this boxing, he will definitely fall into reincarnation and be 

doomed. 

 

The stone tablet of death. 

 

Bang! 

 

Ye Chen punches hard and smashes on the magic stele. 

 

The whole magic stele vibrated violently and made a whimper. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

The Lord of the magic stele was once again in a frenzy of blood, which was greatly impacted, and almost 

all the internal organs were broken. 

 

"Boy, you are shameless! Rely on foreign objects to attack me! You won today, but one day, I will join 

hands with xuanjiyue and tear you to pieces 

 

The master of the magic stele made a voice of resentment, and his body shook. With the spirit of the 

magic tablet, he broke the void, and the jade slips with the fatalism of crape myrtle fled far away. 

 

Relying on the magic blood stone, ye Chen completely destroyed the master of the magic stele. 
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"This guy's vitality is really strong, and he's still alive." 

 

Ye Chen's face was dignified. Unexpectedly, he was run away by the master of the magic tablet. 

 

The legendary stone tablet of reincarnation is full of vitality. Even if the owner of the stele is in charge of 

these mysterious steles, even if restrained by the demon blood stone, it does not fall. 

 

"However, he was badly hurt by me, so he should not be able to turn over any waves for the time 

being." 

 

Ye Chen pinched his fingers and felt vaguely that the master of the magic stele was almost exhausted 

and could not hold on for long. 

 

This time, although the Lord of the magic stele escaped, he was still in a dying struggle. 

 

Next time, ye Chen is sure to kill him directly and seize the magic tablet. 

 

Although the Lord of the magic stele actually cooperated with xuanjiyue, he got the support of the 

Queen's palace. 

 

However, ye Chen is not too worried. 

 

After all, the foundation of xuanjiyue's martial arts has been destroyed, and she is also facing great 

difficulties. She has to guard the upper boundary Qi Yun, so she can't start easily. In a short time, it's 

impossible for her to come to hurt Ye Chen in person. 

 

Facing the master of the magic tablet, ye Chen has absolute assurance. 



 

"Lord of reincarnation, have we won?" 

 

Lin Qingzhu is holding the magic blood stone. He looks dazed and shocked. He didn't expect that ye 

Chen could really hurt the master of the magic stele. 

 

Just now, the master of the magic stele opened the way of dominating fate. How majestic was the 

flame. Who could have thought that in a flash, he was seriously injured and defeated and fled. 

 

"Well, we won, thanks to you, Miss Lin 

 

Ye Chen looks at Lin Qingzhu with a warm smile. 

 

Naturally, it is thanks to the power of the demon blood stone that we were able to destroy the master 

of the magic stele this time. If there was no magic blood stone and only Ye Chen could rely on himself, 

the battle would not be so easy to end. 

 

"Lord, this time, you have dealt a great blow to the master of the magic stele. He is exhausted. He is just 

dying. He can't turn up any waves. Next, you should be careful of the hell dragon clan." 

 

The Alsophila tree is also relieved to see that the master of the magic tablet has fled away. 

 

In this battle, ye Chen won a complete victory. The master of the magic stele was seriously injured, and 

his Qi foundation was also seriously damaged. In the future, he could not pose any threat. 

 

Now ye Chen is facing the most urgent threat. It's the ghost dragon Protoss! 

 

Lin Xize, the ancestor of the Lin family, who was a strong man in the Yin and Yang Temple, died of the 

Ming dragon clan. Ye Chen couldn't have been spared his revenge. 

 

Moreover, ye Chen must stop ye luo'er's marriage! 



 

"Ming dragon Protoss, yuwenji..." 

 

In Ye Chen's mind, the figure of Yu Wen Ji emerges, and his eyes can't help but pass a trace of killing 

intention. 

 

Hum! 

 

However, at this time, ye Chen felt the shock of knowing the sea, and there were signs of fusion 

between Hongmeng ancient Qi and source Qi in his body! 

 

This is a place of great wealth. If you practice here, you can upgrade the ancient Hongmeng Dharma and 

transform it into Hongmeng Yuanshu. 

 

Ye Chen has just had a battle with the master of the magic tablet. Now Hongmeng's ancient Dharma is 

integrated with the source Qi in his body. There are signs of upgrading! 

 

Roar! 

 

A burst of dragon roar from ye Chen's body. 

 

Eight bright golden dragons surround Ye Chen, and pieces of ancient Hongmeng notes flicker. 

 

This is the weather of Tianlong eight gods sound! 

 

The sound of eight gods in Tianlong is the earliest ancient method of Hongmeng practiced by Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, Tianlong eight gods sound and source Qi are combined, and they are going to be 

upgraded! 

 



Countless golden lights, countless Hongmeng notes and countless dragon spirits converge and 

interweave, and finally evolve into a pagoda. 

 

"Eight puffs!" 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks and instantly reveals the mystery of Hongmeng Yuanshu. 

 

Tianlong eight gods sound, after upgrading, is the eight Fu Tu Qi! 

 

The pure and magnificent breath of Buddhism is condensed in Ye Chen's palm and evolves into a pagoda 

like substance. 

 

This pagoda, I don't know how many stories high, the golden light floats, the sky dragon hovers, above 

shows the weather of eight parts. 

 

There are eight legends in Buddhism: eight parts, one God, two dragons, three night fork, four qiandaba, 

five Asuras, six kalulus, seven jinnara, and eight Maharaja. 

 

The pagoda in the palm of Ye Chen's hand shows the appearance of the eight dragons. The gods of 

heaven, dragon, Yasha, golden winged Dapeng, Ashura and other Buddhist gods and monsters are 

surrounded by layers, which is very spectacular. 

 

"Is this the eight turgid spirit? It's wonderful. It's really mysterious! " 

 

Ye Chen looks at the pagoda in the palm of his hand and looks happy on his face. 

 

Hongmeng blessed land is the real blessed land. Ye Chen is here, and in the dark, he captures the true 

meaning of Hongmeng. The sound of Tianlong eight gods is upgraded and transformed into eight putu 

Qi, which is more powerful. 

 

If this pagoda is suppressed, it will be enough to kill the experts in the early stage of the real world! 

 



At present, the first deep foundation of mengye's Dharma is the deep understanding of the eight dragon 

Dharma. 

 

What's more, ye Chen feels that there are wisps of Hongmeng ancient Qi coming from all directions and 

accumulating in his elixir field. If the cultivation level is reached, he can also understand other 

Hongmeng source skills.For example, fahua extinguishes the sky, Bagua Tiandan, Tianmo cave and 

Mingyan, Yongye damobian, Tianxian Jinli copy, etc., all have the opportunity to upgrade and transform 

into hongmengyuan skill. 

 

However, it is impossible to upgrade the core and the most powerful six way reincarnation method. 

 

, even the Xuan Wei Ji's crape myrtle fatalism, it will take tens of thousands of years to upgrade. The 

original cultivation of jade Jane will be buried in the bottom of Hong Meng's land. It will continuously 

absorb the spirit of the moon and the essence of the sun and the moon. 

 

And ye Chen's six ways of reincarnation, want to change, more difficult than xuanjiyue thousands of 

times. 

 

"The upgrading of the six ways of reincarnation is the existence of the legendary reincarnation heaven, 

which the reincarnation masters of previous generations have been pursuing. I want to open up the 

reincarnation heaven, unless it is to fly to the supreme world or kill the real superior." 

 

Ye Chen thought in his heart, and did not expect to upgrade the six samsara method. 

 

Because the magic power of the six ways of reincarnation is too overbearing, and it is very difficult to 

upgrade. Even if all the Qi and aura of the universe are exhausted, they may not be able to upgrade. 

 

Only by flying to the supreme world can we obtain enough resources to upgrade, or kill a real superior, 

and fill the flesh and soul of the superior into the six samsara. In this way, it is possible to upgrade. 

 

Once upgraded and opened up the reincarnation heaven, ye Chen can really take charge of the 

reincarnation heavenly power, including all the territory of the heaven and the world into his own 

reincarnation heaven, and establish a complete ruling order! 

 



However, it is too difficult to reach this level, even the reincarnation master of the previous life can not 

do it. 

 

"By the way, there is another way!" 

 

"If you collect ten steles of reincarnation, maybe you can open up reincarnation heaven!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart beat, and in the dark, he sensed the wonderful use of the reincarnation xuanbei. 

 

Reincarnation xuanbei, the most precious treasure of heaven and earth, can happen if all things are 

gathered together. With all the energy of reincarnation xuanbei, ye Chen even has the opportunity to 

open up reincarnation heaven! 
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If the reincarnation Heavenly Kingdom is opened up, ye Chen is in charge of reincarnation Tianwei. Even 

xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian can be killed in seconds! 

 

Think of here, ye Chen heart blood turbulence. 

 

However, this hot blood, only for a moment, quickly cooled down. 

 

After all, it is too difficult to open up the reincarnation heaven. Even the reincarnation master in the 

peak period can't do it. How can ye Chen do it? 

 

"Miss Lin, let's go. It's time to go back." 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head, converges his mind, and quickly leaves Hongmeng blessed land with Lin 

Qingzhu. 

 



It's almost impossible to upgrade the six way reincarnation method in this life. Ye Chen doesn't think too 

much about it. He just wants to grasp what he can hold at present. 

 

As soon as he returned to Yuantian courtyard, ye Chen meditated and studied the usage of eight Fu Tu 

Qi. This is the first Hongmeng Yuanshu he has learned. If his power is fully exerted, he can even compete 

with yuwenji, Prince of Ming long! 

 

In the dark, ye Chen feels that he will fight with yuwenji soon! 

 

Yuwenji, this is the strong man in the heaven and man domain. He is extremely arrogant. It is not easy 

for ye Chen to defeat him. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, yuwenji, with more than a dozen men and women, came to the ancestral temple. 

 

He was worried about the changes in the Wild Magic sea area. 

 

The wild demon sword and the demon blood stone were taken away from him. He only felt that it was 

very difficult. 

 

The wild magic sword is something that wanxu Temple wants to take back. This seed has too much evil 

spirit. Once it hatches, the wild devil sword will be born, and the consequences will be unimaginable. 

 

Moreover, only by recapturing the wild magic sword can he have a chance to enter the temple of 

wanxu! 

 

Once you become a member of wanxu, you will be beyond the heaven and the world. You will be 

blessed by the superior. Even if you can't really soar, you don't have to worry about this life. 

 

ZuLong Temple up and down, heard yuwenji coming, are incomparably shaken. 

 



Because yuwenji is the most arrogant man in heaven and man. The youngest master of the Ming dragon 

family, ye luo'er's fiance, is not suitable to come to the ancestral Dragon Temple because the marriage 

has not been held yet. 

 

"Yuwen little Lord, you are welcome. I hope you can forgive me." 

 

The head of the ancestral temple, the grand Sima Feng Ao, heard that Yuwen Ji was coming, so he came 

out to meet him. 

 

"Uncle Feng, you are all right." 

 

Yu Wen Ji smiles and bows to the wind. 

 

"Why, have you met my elder brother?" 

 

The wind Ao startles the EEE, from the Yuwen fuselage, has captured the wind infinite residual cause 

and effect. 

 

"Well, uncle Wuji and I just separated." 

 

Yuwen Ji nods. 

 

"He How is he doing? Will those who are superior to him accept him? " 

 

Feng Ao lowered his voice and asked. 

 

Feng Wuji was qualified to be in charge of the ZuLong temple at that time. However, in order to soar to 

the world of the supreme emperor, he preferred to be a servant under the throne of the goddess of 

heaven, rather than the throne of the ancestral dragon temple. 

 



Yu Wenji pondered for a while and said, "Uncle Wuji is in good health. He is also a registered disciple of 

wanxu temple. He should be able to ascend to the throne soon." 

 

"Is it..." 

 

Feng Ao frowns. Yu Wenji means that Feng Wuji is still the same as before, and has not really been 

accepted by the higher authorities. He is still a registered disciple with the name of wanxu. 

 

The legendary Temple of wanxu is a taboo in the world. The strong people in it can annihilate the starry 

sky at a thought. It's too hard to really step into wanxu. 

 

If fengwuji really becomes a superior person, one person gets the Tao, the chicken and the dog ascend 

to heaven, and the ZuLong temple can also get the blessing of the gods, which has infinite benefits. 

 

However, it is almost impossible to become a superior person. These big people behind the scenes are 

so mysterious and powerful that they can shake the whole world with a stamp of their feet. One finger 

can crush the master of reincarnation, the master of destiny, and the master of heart demons. How can 

it be so easy to enter such a circle? 

 

"Uncle Wuji and I wanted to capture the wild magic sword. Unfortunately, something happened..." 

 

Yuwenji simply said what happened in the Wild Magic sea area. 

 

Feng Ao frowned and said, "the wild devil sword and the demon blood stone have been taken away? 

Young master Yu Wen, you came to my ancestral temple to ask me to help you investigate? " 

 

Yu Wenji said: "yes, please help me. The territory of the Ming dragon god clan is in the heaven and man 

domain. It's not convenient to investigate things here. I can only ask Uncle Feng's ancestral dragon 

temple." 

 

ZuLong temple is a big power in Yangzhen region with deep foundation. If ZuLong temple is willing to 

take action, it will be able to investigate the whereabouts of the demon killing blood stone and the wild 

magic sword. 



 

Feng Ao pondered for a while and said, "OK, no problem! Our ancestral Dragon Temple is about to get 

married with you, and you will be your own family in the future. Naturally, you should keep watch and 

help each other. Yuwen, I will help you to investigate as soon as possible. " 

 

Yu Wen Ji was overjoyed and said, "thank you, uncle Feng!" 

 

Feng Ao laughs and caresses his beard: "although the power of my ancestral dragon temple can't be 

compared with that of the Ming dragon deity, it is also a giant in the Yangzhen region. No one can hide 

the things we want to investigate. Yuwen Shaozhu, wait for my good news."Yuwen Ji said: "good, then 

I'll wait for the good news." 

 

After a pause, Yu Wenji's eyes slightly coagulated and said, "where is the virgin of luo'er? I want to see 

her. " 

 

Feng Ao said: "ha ha, she practices in the temple of fire. If you want to see her, I'll send someone to pass 

it on. It's her great fortune to be able to marry you." 

 

Yu Wenji said: "I've never met the virgin of luo'er. Since I'm here today, I want to see her. Unfortunately, 

I haven't prepared enough betrothal gifts. There are many forces in heaven and man's domain who want 

to disturb our marriage." 

 

Although the ancestral temple is only the power of the Yangzhen region, the dragon clan blood is very 

pure and has an ancient ancestral spirit. 

 

If the God family of the Ming dragon can combine with the ancestral Dragon Temple, through the 

special blood of the ancestral dragon family, it can resolve its own ghost disaster Qi, which is of great 

benefit to cultivation. 

 

Once the dark dragon Protoss is completely transformed, it will become a towering force in the heaven 

man domain, which other forces can not tolerate. 

 

And ZuLong temple side, there are also forces behind the block, do not want to see the rise of ZuLong 

temple. 



 

Therefore, the marriage between the Ming dragon family and the ancestral dragon temple has been 

hindered and delayed for such a long time, but there is no result. 

 

On the other hand, ye luo'er herself is reluctant to marry yuwenji, and delays with various excuses. 

 

Now, yuwenji comes to ZuLong temple and wants to see ye luo'er and talk about marriage. 

 

The wind is arrogant and straightforward a smile, way: "betrothal gift what, don't care too much, Yu 

Wen little Lord, you have the heart to be good." 

 

At the moment, yuluo sends someone to call Aowen to get ready. 

 

Yuwenji, led by the disciples of ZuLong temple, came to the temple of fire. 

 

Tianhuo temple is the main hall of ZuLong temple, and the place where ye luo'er practices. 

 

Ye luo'er's magic weapon, the Jiulong Shenhuo mask, is the true treasure of Shinto. At that time, the 

Empress Dowager left behind a Taoist method called taishangtian huodao. 

 

Ye luo'er has been in the temple of fire since he agreed to get married in mielong cliff, trying to figure 

out the mystery of the way of fire in the sky. 

 

Ye Luo Er is very clear, in this world, weak is the original sin, only oneself becomes strong unceasingly, 

can have the opportunity to speak. 
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Boom! 



 

As soon as Yu Wenji came to the temple of fire, he felt the majestic heat, which was constantly 

emanating from the hall. 

 

Then, the whole door was completely opened by a red flame. 

 

Roar! 

 

The roar of the Dragon startles the sky. 

 

The flames turned into fire dragons, and they were majestic. 

 

A beautiful figure, surrounded by many fire dragons, slowly emerged. 

 

It's Yelo! 

 

"You are the virgin of ZuLong temple, ye luo'er?" 

 

Yu Wen Ji frowned and looked up and down at ye luo'er. 

 

In terms of appearance and figure, ye luo'er is first-class and impeccable. 

 

On the cultivation of martial arts, ye luo'er at the moment obviously understood the heavenly fire Taoist 

method left by the Empress Dowager and made great progress. 

 

However, ye luo'er's eyes are empty and indifferent. It seems that nothing in this world can touch her 

emotion. 

 

Ye luo'er's memory has been restored since long ago. However, ye Chen left her and she wanted to 

marry the Ming dragon deity. Her heart was dead. 



 

It is said that ye Chen is brilliant at the butcher's meeting. Even emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue can't kill 

him. 

 

Ye luo'er has been expecting that ye Chen will come to find her after the butcher's meeting is over. 

 

But it's a pity that ye Chen never showed up. What befell her was Yu Wenji, the son of Ming long. 

 

"You are Yuwen Ji?" 

 

Ye Luo Er's tone is cold, does not conceal his disgust at all. 

 

"Bold, how dare you speak to the little Lord in this tone!" 

 

Yu Wen Ji behind a subordinate, Hear ye Luo Er this kind of tone, immediately shout to scold. 

 

"Oh, it's OK." 

 

Yu Wenji stopped the trouble of his subordinates, gazed at ye luo'er and said: 

 

"I heard that you didn't like me. You promised to get married on the surface, but you were still reluctant 

behind your back. Is there such a thing?" 

 

Ye luo'er bit her teeth and said, "since you are here today, I'm not afraid to tell you that I don't like you, 

but I hate you very much! If it wasn't for the pressure of ZuLong temple, I couldn't have married you! " 

 

"Bold!" 

 

"How dare you contradict the little Lord 

 



"Arrogant thing! Who gave you courage? " 

 

Yuwenji's men, hearing ye luo'er's words, were extremely angry. They pulled out their weapons and 

sacrificed their magic weapons in succession. They were very murderous. 

 

Yuwenji is the most arrogant man in heaven and man. He is young and his cultivation level will be close 

to or even surpass the master of fate and demons in the future. There is no limit to his achievements in 

the future. No one has ever dared to talk to him like this. 

 

The disciples of the nearby ZuLong temple were very frightened. No one expected that ye luo'er would 

collide with yuwenji. 

 

Yuwen Ji ha ha smile, eyes pass a trace of cold. 

 

He caught a strong killing opportunity from yelol. 

 

If you marry ye luo'er home rashly, I'm afraid you will face very terrible fate. 

 

"This girl is not trying to follow the example of xuanjiyue and kill me on the wedding night?" 

 

Yu Wen Ji's eyes coagulated, and in a moment he caught the extremely dangerous nature. 

 

There's no doubt that yelor hated him so much that he couldn't be devoted. 

 

If the marriage goes on, Yu Wenji estimates that ye luo'er will probably assassinate him on the wedding 

night, taking advantage of his negligence. It is impossible to touch a finger for him. 

 

Yuwenji doesn't want to become the reincarnation master. Although his strength is absolutely crushing 

ye luo'er, he will be negligent when he is engaged in marriage. Once he is plotted against, it is absolutely 

fatal. 

 



"Ye Luo Er, don't think I don't know what you're thinking." 

 

"You are just a commodity. You are not qualified to be arrogant in front of me." 

 

Yu Wen Ji hums, a wave of the palm, the black light flickers, turns into a black dragon claw, mercilessly 

grabs to ye luo'er. 

 

All of a sudden, yuwenji played a million times holy light, brilliant dazzling, as if to run through time and 

space, vast and domineering. 

 

Ye luo'er only feels the breath of terror and attacks her continuously. It seems that the next moment, 

she will be torn by Yuwen Ji's Dragon claws. 

 

"Master longjiu, help me 

 

Ye Luoer Qing drinks, she knows yuwenji's power well. Even if she understands the way of fire in the sky, 

she can't be the enemy of yuwenji even if she understands the way of heaven. 

 

At the critical moment, ye luo'er calls out the wind spirit dragon eagle. 

 

Whoa! 

 

A green and black bird of prey, full of violent wind, suddenly flew out of Ye luo'er's body, and its wings 

spread out to block out the sky and the sun. Its huge body shape exudes majestic majesty. 

 

This Raptor is the Fengling dragon vulture among the ten wild animals, and it is also the guardian animal 

of Ye luo'er. 

 

On the head of Fengling dragon vulture, there is a pair of dragon shaped horns. Obviously, after the 

transformation of the ancestral temple, it has the blood of the Dragon nationality, and its strength is 

very strong. 

 



"Oh!" 

 

With a long cry, the wind spirit dragon Eagle hovered over ye luo'er's head, and his whole body's aura 

poured into ye luo'er's body."Storm disaster, break it for me!" 

 

Ye luo'er presents a storm source symbol. With a wave of his slender hand, a terrible storm blows out 

and strangles Xiang Yuwen Ji's Dragon claws. 

 

Yuwen Ji suddenly feels threatened, the dragon claw retracts, plays the Taoist method Jue, dissolves the 

storm's attack and kill. 

 

"Oh, it's interesting." 

 

Yu Wen Ji looked at ye luo'er, and looked at the Dragon eagle with a cold smile. 

 

If you fight alone, ye luo'er or Fengling longjiu can't be his opponent. 

 

However, ye luo'er and the wind spirit dragon vulture join hands, can barely resist him, he wants to 

suppress, I am afraid it will take some effort. 

 

"Too much fire, kill!" 

 

Ye luo'er's eyes are cold, and the whole body explodes a fluffy flame. 

 

When they are released, they burn the void, and the air scorches. 

 

Among the flames, there was also a vision of a great beast, a God and a celestial being, which was very 

domineering. 

 

Ye luo'er knows that she is not Yu Wenji's enemy, but her eyes are still firm and full of unyielding, and 

there is no intention of being soft at all. 



 

Even if you can't kill yuwenji, she also wants to do her best to leave a little lesson for yuwenji! 

 

"Good way! Unfortunately, your accomplishments are not enough to give full play to the power of the 

heavenly fire path. " 

 

Yuwenji looked at the layers of flames, and suddenly felt the heat. His mouth slightly aroused a smile. 

 

The legendary taishangtian huodao, if the cultivation reaches the peak, can burn the sky and boil the 

sea, burning a big world to ashes. 

 

But obviously, ye luo'er's fire is not enough. Although the flames are turbulent, they can't hurt yuwenji. 

 

"The gods protect themselves, and heaven guards the way!" 

 

Yuwenji's dragon claw flicks, but also released a wisp of Dao Qi, evolved into an egg shell like light ball, 

firmly guarding the body. 

 

On this sphere of light, there are wisps of twisted Ancient Runes, constantly flashing, like a turtle shell, 

covering the outside of the light ball, and faintly there is a figure of the supreme gods, which is displayed 

majestically! 
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Boom! 

 

Ye luo'er's flames from all over the sky bombard the past fiercely. All of them are blocked by this 

tortoise shell light ball. They can't hurt Yuwen Ji Fen Fen Fen. 

 



"It's the way of heaven! Among the thirty-six ways of the supreme emperor, the most powerful way to 

defend oneself is to protect oneself! Holy lady, this is in trouble. " 

 

As soon as Fengling longjiu saw the magic power of yuwenji, it immediately made a sound of shock and 

fear. 

 

Yu Wenji's magic power is called "taishangshou Dao". He is called "absolute defense". He is invulnerable 

to all kinds of methods. Even if it is the gear of fate and the collapse of the starry sky, it is hard to shake 

it. 

 

These supernatural powers can resist all kinds of attacks, martial arts moves and even the gears of fate. 

Only the supreme killing and cutting of the six ways of reincarnation and the strange impact of heart 

demons can be hurt. 

 

Ye luo'er Qiao's face changed, and the sky fire continued to explode. Even, she used the storm source 

symbol to stimulate the sky fire, but still could not shake the turtle shell light ball. 

 

Yuwenji uses the supreme heaven to guard the way. People in the tortoise shell light ball seem to be 

protected by the gods. Any attack can not hurt him. 

 

Even if ye luo'er wants to go all out, he can't hurt a single hair of Yuwen machine. 

 

Boom 

 

The sky above the ancestral temple has turned into a red color. The storm is rolling and the momentum 

is very domineering. 

 

But unfortunately, again overbearing Tianwei, fell on Yuwen's fuselage, as if the rain swept over the 

lotus leaf, all slipped away, did not hurt him at all. 

 

"The little Lord is mighty!" 

 



The people of the Hades are cheering loudly. 

 

Yuwenji, worthy of being the pride of heaven and man, is a magical power, which is of great significance. 

 

Even if Xuanji's moon comes, the gear of fate may not be able to hurt him. 

 

The faces of the disciples of the nearby ZuLong temple have changed. 

 

Yuwenji's strength is too strong. Ye luo'er is not his enemy at all. 

 

"Holy lady, marry Yuwen, don't resist." 

 

"Yes, young master Yuwen has great powers. It's your good fortune to marry him." 

 

"Holy lady, what's wrong with Yuwen? You are so resistant." 

 

Some disciples of ZuLong Temple tried to persuade them. 

 

Some of the disciples bowed their heads in silence and did not speak. 

 

They can see that although yuwenji is powerful, she does not really like ye luo'er. She is just regarded as 

a sacrifice for marriage. 

 

They don't want to see yelor be wronged, but the situation is better than people, and they dare not say 

anything more. 

 

Ye luo'er looks pale. Looking at Yu Wenji, she seems to be looking at an insurmountable wall. Even if she 

practices all her life, she can't surpass it. 

 

"Brother ye, can you beat this guy?" 



 

In a trance, ye luo'er thinks of Ye Chen and feels sad. 

 

Yuwen machine is so powerful, even if ye Chen came, I'm afraid it's not an enemy, right? 

 

"Is there really no other way?" 

 

Ye luo'er's heart was filled with anguish, despair, desolation, helplessness and fear. He felt that the road 

ahead was dim. He was afraid that he would fall into the shadow of yuwenji all his life, and he would 

never be able to get rid of it. 

 

"There's someone else in your heart, elor." 

 

Yu Wen Ji's eyes were cold, and he saw that ye luo'er had his own heart. 

 

"But I don't care. You're just a commodity. I don't want to waste my time." 

 

With a wave of his hand, a wisp of black light mixed with his own blood essence, condensed into an 

earthworm like insect, waving and shooting. 

 

"This is the black dragon's poison, which can gradually erode your blood and spirit." 

 

While talking, Yu Wenji put this earthworm like insect into ye luo'er's body. 

 

All of a sudden, ye luo'er's face changed greatly. He felt that his meridians were entangled by a 

poisonous dragon. The majestic and ferocious breath spread rapidly all over his body. 

 

Whoa! 

 

All of a sudden, there was a black haze on yelol's skin. 



 

This is the poison gas of the ghost dragon! 

 

Under the torture of this poisonous smell, ye luo'er suddenly felt that the ants were eating their hearts, 

paralyzed and itching all over. He was very uncomfortable. His knees were soft. He actually fell on his 

knees with great pain and hatred in his eyes. He said, "yuwenji, what have you done to me?" 

 

Yu Wen Ji said with a faint smile, "ha ha, nothing. Who calls you disobedient? The black dragon's poison 

can make you a little bit more secure." 

 

"You son of a bitch!" 

 

Yelo yelled angrily, and his eyes almost burst into flames. 

 

She felt that the ghost of the dragon was eating away at her own blood and spirit. At most, for half a 

year, her spirit would be completely destroyed and become a zombie like a heart demon puppet, 

completely controlled by Yu Wenji. 

 

At that time, she will become a slave of yuwenji, and she will never have the slightest idea of resistance 

and be completely lost. 

 

Before ye Luo Er, had lost the memory, knew the spirit loses the terrible.This time, the poison of the 

ghost dragon is even more terrible than amnesia. It is completely reduced to a slave. Once the effect of 

the poisonous insects is fully exerted, ye luo'er will not have a chance to recover. He can only become 

the puppet of Yuwen Ji forever. 

 

The disciples of ZuLong temple were shocked by this scene. 

 

No one thought that Yu Wenji was so bold that he planted the black dragon's poison into ye luo'er's 

body in full view of the public. 

 

It's like stepping on the head of ZuLong temple! Don't pay attention to the ancestral temple at all! It can 

be said to be a great shame! 



 

"What's wrong with you, saint?" 

 

Seeing ye luo'er's accident, the wind spirit dragon eagle's face changed greatly. He quickly spread out his 

wings and guarded ye luo'er. The spirit burst out in bursts, trying to defuse the ghost dragon's poison. 

 

"Ha ha, an animal, the black dragon's poison that I planted is also what you can dissolve?" 

 

Yu Wen Ji smiles coldly, the dragon claw suddenly kills, the silk black awn explodes, grasps Xiang Feng 

Ling long Jiu. 

 

Click! 

 

Fengling longjiu couldn't escape, but his body was caught, his flesh and bones were broken, and he 

screamed and fell to death on the spot. 

 

"Master longjiu!" 

 

Ye luo'er cries out in silence and stares at Yu Wen Ji. He doesn't expect that Yu Wen Ji is so fierce. He 

actually moves the killer directly and kills Fengling dragon eagle. 

 

"Resist me, that's what happens." 

 

Yu Wen Ji put up his paws, a face of indifference, and did not have the slightest scruple of the meaning. 

 

The disciples of ZuLong temple were completely shocked. 

 

No one thought that yuwenji was so bold that he dared to poison ye luo'er in public and kill ye luo'er's 

Guardian beast! 

 



What a shame! 

 

This is the great shame of ZuLong temple! 

 

It is a great shame that the saint was bewitched and the guardian animal was killed! 

 

All the disciples present were filled with righteous indignation. If someone else dares to humiliate the 

ancestral temple like this, they will definitely revolt. 

 

However, this man is yuwenji, the little master of the Dragon God family, and the pride of heaven and 

man. 

 

All the people dare to be angry and dare not speak. They hurry back to report Fengao. 
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When Feng Ao heard that ye luo'er was poisoned and the wind spirit dragon eagle was killed, he was 

also shocked. He quickly brought a number of senior elders of the ZuLong temple and many strong men, 

and strode to come. 

 

When Feng Ao arrives at the scene, ye luo'er has been tortured to shiver all over, with abnormal pain 

and almost fainting. 

 

"Little Master Yu Wen, what's going on here?" 

 

Feng Ao looked at ye luo'er, and then looked at the body of the wind spirit dragon vulture. His face 

suddenly became very ugly. 

 

He didn't expect that yuwenji and ye luo'er could meet with each other with kindness, and he actually 

got to this point. 



 

Yu Wen Ji said with a faint smile, "Uncle Feng, there are other people in your family's Saint daughter's 

heart. She doesn't want to marry me at all. Do you think it's necessary for this marriage?" 

 

Yuwen machine did not answer positively, but questioned Feng Ao. 

 

Feng Ao's eyes sank. Naturally, he knew that ye luo'er didn't like Yu Wenji. But this marriage is related to 

the future of ZuLong temple. Where can the individual will resist? 

 

"In the marriage between our two families, the overall situation is the most important thing. Ye luo'er's 

selfishness should not be taken into consideration. The most important thing is to combine the two 

families' blood and learn from each other's strengths and weaknesses." The wind is proud of the way. 

 

"Oh? Although the overall situation is the most important thing for us to get married, Saint luo'er 

doesn't want to marry me. I dare not marry her casually. If she follows the example of Xuan Jiyue and 

assassinates me at a critical moment, isn't it bad? " 

 

Yuwen machine still with a smile. 

 

Feng Ao said: "the saint is not such a person. How can she assassinate her fiance? She is not xuanjiyue." 

 

Yu Wenji said with a smile: "be careful. It's right. Now I've planted a black dragon's poison in her body. In 

half a year at most, she will be obedient and won't destroy the overall situation of our two families' 

marriage." 

 

"The black dragon's poison!" 

 

When Feng Ao's eyes are cold, he naturally knows that the poisonous insects of the Ming dragon are 

terrible. Once the poisonous insects are brought into full play, ye luo'er's spirit will be completely lost 

and become Yu Wenji's puppet. 

 



Yu Wenji said: "Uncle Feng, don't get me wrong. I'm not insulting your ancestral temple. I'm just thinking 

about the overall situation. When the goddess of luo'er is willing to listen, we'll take you to the world of 

heaven and man." 

 

"Flying to heaven and man" 

 

Feng Ao's heart leaps. It's just for this that he marries the Ming dragon. 

 

Now yuwenji has made a promise, which is just what he wants. 

 

"Listen to everything, Yuwen 

 

Feng Ao bit his teeth. The marriage between the two families is related to the future of the ancestral 

temple. As for ye luo'er's happiness, he can't control so much. A little sacrifice is necessary. 

 

"Come on, take care of the saint. After half a year, she is willing to listen and marry with Yu Wen 

Shaozhu." 

 

Feng Ao orders to go down, without looking at ye luo'er's eyes, sends someone to take care of her. 

 

"Yes." 

 

An elder came out. 

 

Ye luo'er is full of grief and indignation. Although he expected his fate to be miserable, he did not expect 

to be so miserable. 

 

She wanted to fight, but under the influence of the black dragon, she was in great pain and couldn't 

even speak. 

 

"Uncle Feng, let me take care of Saint Luo." 



 

Yu Wen Ji gave a faint smile and waved: "Qingrou, for half a year, you stay in ZuLong temple and take 

good care of the holy daughter of luo'er." 

 

"Yes, little Lord." 

 

Chen Yuyao, who has reached the next level of crystal beauty, is only one step away from her. 

 

Among the stylosaurus, crystal stylosaurus is a very high-level existence with great blood. 

 

Chen Qingrou immediately went to ye luo'er and saw a ray of crystal flame in her hand. First, she burned 

the body of Fengling dragon eagle to ashes. Then she took a knife and cut it on the back neck of Ye 

luo'er. 

 

Ye luo'er snorted and fainted immediately. Before the sight disappeared, he only saw the ashes of the 

wind spirit dragon eagle. 

 

Feng AO and many strong people of ZuLong temple were silent and did not speak, only felt extremely 

humiliated. 

 

Yuwenji bewitched ye luo'er, killed ye luo'er's Guardian beast, and ordered people to supervise ye 

luo'er. It was like beating the face of ZuLong temple. 

 

However, under the absolute power gap, Feng Ao dare not make a voice and can only bear everything 

silently. 

 

"Luo'er, you are wronged. I will avenge you sooner or later when my ancestral Dragon Temple flies to 

heaven and man." 

 

Deep in the heart of Feng Ao, there is a strong intention to kill, but it doesn't show up. 

 

Now the situation is stronger than people, so we can only bow to Yuwen machine. 



 

"Qingrou, I'll give you the imperial edict to guard the heaven, which can ensure the safety of this half 

year." 

 

With a wave of his hand, yuwenji condensed the supernatural power of the supreme heaven to guard 

the Tao into a Fu Zhao and gave it to Chen Qingrou. 

 

"Thank you very much 

 

Chen Qingrou accepted the imperial edict and was immediately relieved. 

 

She is said to be the first to defend the heaven. She can even resist the gears of fate. With this imperial 

edict, no one can hurt her.Feng AO and some senior officials of ZuLong temple had some other 

thoughts, but when they saw the imperial edict, all their thoughts were completely extinguished. 

 

Even if Feng Ao did it himself, he couldn't break the defense of Tianshou Daofa. 

 

This half a year, ye luo'er is doomed to be miserable, waiting for her, only to become the end of 

yuwenji's plaything. 

 

However, there is no way to humiliate the ancestral hall. 

 

"Second uncle Feng, I'd like to ask you to help investigate the matter of the wild devil sword and the 

town demon blood stone." 

 

Yuwenji has a kind smile on his face. He also knows that the ancestral temple harbors hatred, but he 

doesn't care. 

 

All he needs is the blood of the ancestral temple. When the marriage is over and he gets what he wants, 

he will not hesitate to crush the whole temple and nip all threats in the bud. 

 

As for the wind behind the ancestral temple, he would not care. 



 

If you want to enter wanxu, you can't let go of the wind, and you have to kill it. 

 

On the surface, Yu Wenji didn't show any murderous spirit. He always had a kind face, which shows the 

depth of this man's Chengfu. 

 

Feng Ao said: "Yu Wen little Lord, please rest assured, I will investigate as soon as possible, as soon as 

there is news, I will report to you immediately." 

 

"That's good, uncle Feng. I'll leave first." 

 

"Qingrou, remember to take good care of Saint Luo." 

 

Yu Wen Ji deeply looked at ye luo'er, then arched goodbye to Feng Ao, and left with his servants. 

 

"Yes, little Lord!" 

 

Chen Qingrou watched yuwenji leave, and then with ye luo'er in a coma, she stepped into the hall of fire 

again. 

 

"What can I do, sir?" 

 

"Yuwenji deceives people too much!" 

 

"My ancestral temple is not so easy to bully!" 

 

Some high-level ZuLong Temple gathered around Fengao, gnashing teeth, and waiting for Fengao to 

order when they had the meaning of revenge. 

 



Feng Ao, with a gloomy face, said, "don't be impulsive. We still have places where we can use the ghost 

dragon gods. All the elders and senior officials will follow my orders and go out to investigate the wild 

magic sword and the demon blood stone." 

 

"What?" 

 

"Chief Secretary, do you want us all to go out without sending someone to stay?" 
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"What if the enemy invades the ancestral temple?" 

 

Many senior officials, hearing the words of Feng Ao, are all shocked. 

 

In order to investigate intelligence for yuwenji and pour out the nest, in case of an accident, isn't ZuLong 

Temple going to be bad? 

 

"All the forces in the Yangzhen region know our relationship with the hell Dragon Temple, so no one will 

invade it." 

 

"I have my own discretion. You can carry out your orders." 

 

Feng Ao waved his hand and didn't explain too much. 

 

People look at each other, but do not know what wind Ao is doing. 

 

"Boy, I'll give you a chance. I hope you can save it." 

 

Feng Ao's face is silent, but ye Chen's figure appears in his heart. 



 

In the dark, he felt that ye Chen was the key figure to break the game! 

 

Yuwenji bullies people too much, and ZuLong temple is completely suppressed. Even if the marriage is 

carried out smoothly, I'm afraid the outcome will not be too good. 

 

But if you can pull Ye Chen into the water, maybe the situation will change! 

 

Feng Ao's mind is full of wishful thinking, just want to pull Ye Chen into the Bureau, disturb the 

deployment of Yuwen Ji, and strive for more opportunities and more resources for ZuLong temple. 

 

Ye Chen, is a chess piece that he restrains Yu Wen Ji! 

 

At least Yulong won't get a chance to get rid of it. 

 

Under the command of Feng Ao, many senior officials and elders of ZuLong Temple went out to 

investigate intelligence. 

 

Among them, there are even thousands of years of seclusion, unknown to the world's super strong! 

 

Soon, there were only some ordinary disciples left in the ZuLong temple, and all the high-level people 

came out, leaving no strong guard. 

 

If at this time an enemy invades the ancestral temple, the ancestral temple will be in danger. 

 

The actions of ZuLong temple also attracted the attention of many forces in Yangzhen region. 

 

All people are guessing, ZuLong temple in the end what plan, actually sent so many experts. 

 

The atmosphere of Yang Zhen domain suddenly became a little tense. 



 

At this time, a gorgeous woman came to Yuan Tian Yuan. 

 

"I am Qin Ziwei, the master of Tianxing Pavilion. I want to see ye Chen and ye Gongzi." 

 

Qin Ziwei tells the guards of Yuantian court what they want. 

 

Ye Chen is the master behind the scenes of Yuantian academy, but on the surface, ye Chen is one of the 

ordinary students. 

 

The guard disciple of Yuantian courtyard doesn't know ye Chen's real identity. After hearing Qin Ziwei's 

words, he immediately goes in to pass the news. 

 

After a while, a young man in a college robe came out, it was Ye Chen! 

 

During this period of time, ye Chen has been practicing in Yuantian academy, realizing the mystery of 

Hongmeng Yuanshu. When he saw Qin Ziwei coming, he was surprised and said, "Miss Qin, what are you 

doing here?" 

 

Qin Ziwei's face was dignified and said, "go in and talk about it." 

 

"Well." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and vaguely felt that it was very important. He took Qin Ziwei into Yuantian yuan and 

came to a secluded grove. 

 

Qin Ziwei said, "can you hear about yuwenji?" 

 

"Yuwen machine 

 



Ye Chen heard the name, suddenly a burst of vibration. 

 

After defeating the Lord of the magic tablet, ye Chen's biggest enemy is yuwenji. 

 

In the dark, ye Chen feels that there will be a bloody battle between himself and yuwenji sooner or later, 

but it is not now, and there will be no possibility of confrontation in a short time. 

 

If there is the possibility of a decisive battle, ye Chen will catch the opportunity of heaven, and it is 

impossible to be unaware of it. 

 

Qin Ziwei said: "a few days ago, yuwenji came to the ancestral dragon temple. In your friend ye luo'er's 

body, he planted a black dragon's poison. Did you hear that?" 

 

"What are you talking about! What happened to lol? " 

 

Ye Chen was shocked, and quickly pinched his fingers to calculate. All kinds of pictures of heaven and 

earth suddenly rolled in. He seemed to have seen with his own eyes what had happened in the ZuLong 

temple a few days ago. 

 

Ye luo'er's painful appearance, directly reflected in Ye Chen's mind, made him instantly shocked. 

 

"Yuwenji, how could you do such a thing?" 

 

Ye Chenda is angry. In order to control ye luo'er, Yu Wenji actually planted the black dragon's poison! 

 

This demon of the Ming dragon will continue to erode ye luo'er's blood and spirit. In half a year at most, 

ye luo'er's spirit will be completely lost and become a plaything of yuwenji and become a complete 

puppet. 

 

In the past, the spirit of the enemy insects will not be completely restored, but once lost, there will be 

no chance to recover. 

 



"Mr. Ye, I have told you what should be done and make your own decision." 

 

Qin crape myrtle coagulates the heavy road. 

 

Ye Chen did not speak, his face was very ugly, did not expect Yuwen opportunity to make such a thing. 

 

This time, Yuwen machine under the Gu, is aimed at ye luo'er, not at Ye Chen, so ye Chen is not aware of 

the danger. 

 

But ye luo'er, the position in Ye Chen's heart, is very important, he can't watch her accident."The high-

level of ZuLong temple, pouring out, is to give me an opportunity to lead me to disturb the layout of 

Yuwen machine?" 

 

Ye Chen's mind moved. These days, ZuLong temple has been making a lot of moves. I don't know what's 

under investigation. All the senior elders and many powerful people are all out. 

 

At present, there are few strong guards in ZuLong temple. If ye Chen goes there, there will be 

opportunities to help ye luo'er. 

 

Between indistinct, ye Chen is aware, this is a bureau! 

 

The layout of ZuLong temple! 

 

Yuwenji bewitched ye luo'er, which was a great disgrace to ZuLong temple, but they did not dare to 

resist. Instead, they wanted to lead Ye Chen to take ye Chen as a pawn to restrain Yuwen Ji. 

 

"ZuLong temple, a good abacus." 

 

Ye Chen smiles coldly. Under the insight of the natural mechanism, the layout of all parties is instantly 

clear, which is reflected in his mind. 

 



Yuwenji wants to control ye luo'er. ZuLong Temple doesn't want to be too passive. He wants to drag Ye 

Chen into the water. 

 

"If you want to use me as a chess piece, I'll turn over all your chessboards!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold and made a decision in an instant. 

 

Ye Luo Er, must rescue! 

 

However, ye Chen can not be the shield of ZuLong temple. 

 

When we go to the ZuLong temple, ye Chen intends to take ye luo'er directly, and no matter what 

ancestral temple or Yuwen Ji is. 

 

He wants to keep yelol by his side forever! 

 

In the past, ye Chen was very cautious in the face of ZuLong temple, but now he has the qualification to 

overturn the chessboard and dominate his own destiny! 

 

Since the high-level of ZuLong temple, all leave, it is a great opportunity for ye Chen! 

 

"Miss Qin, thank you for bringing me the news. I'll see you later." 

 

And then she leaves for the palace. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, the ancestral temple was quiet, with many disciples patrolling. 

 



In the temple of fire, ye luo'er is imprisoned in a dark star array. The array is shining and floating, and 

evolves the illusion of the Ghost Dragons. This is the special confinement array of the Ming dragon 

family, which can bind people's freedom. 

 

Ye luo'er was tortured by the black dragon's Gu, and then imprisoned by the array. It was even more 

miserable. 
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"Holy lady, don't blame me for being merciless. You don't want to listen to our young master." 

 

Beside the array, Chen Qingrou stands aloof. 

 

Under the order of yuwenji, she stayed to supervise ye luo'er. Naturally, she would not let ye luo'er feel 

better. 

 

Ye luo'er clenched her teeth and did not speak. There was a look of pain and hatred in her eyes. 

 

Boom! 

 

At this time, the sky above the ZuLong Temple suddenly and violently vibrated, and the majestic evil 

spirit rolled and surged, forming a giant devil with thousands of hands and eyes, full of the overlord evil 

spirit. 

 

Five black fingers, like pillars of heaven, were caught down from the sky. Each finger was surrounded by 

the magic Qi, and the light was twinkling, covering the whole ancestral temple. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

"Where are the demons who dare to make trouble in ZuLong temple?" 



 

The disciples of ZuLong Temple suddenly exclaimed and shocked. 

 

"Who is it?" 

 

Chen Qingrou pulled out her long sword, and her face suddenly became dignified. 

 

Ye luo'er looks at the five fingers that he grabs down from the sky and catches a trace of familiar breath 

vaguely, and his spirit suddenly shakes up. 

 

"Where is Yuwen Ji? Tell him to get out and die!" 

 

A powerful voice came from the sky. 

 

These five fingers, which are full of evil Qi, are shrouded in the eight wastelands, and even the sun is 

covered, and it is dark all around. 

 

In the dark evil spirit, ye Chen's figure, slowly emerged, filled with arrogant and domineering majesty. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen, full of black hair, looks like a mad devil. He completely opens up the body of 

the supreme devil, such as the Supreme God who suppressed all ages, standing high in the sky and 

shaking mountains and rivers. 

 

"What a mighty momentum! Who is this man? " 

 

When Chen Qingrou sees Ye Chen, she is shocked. She feels that there are countless ties between Ye 

Chen and Yuwen Ji, like an old enemy. 

 

Big brother Ye 

 



Ye luo'er saw Ye Chen, and was so surprised that he couldn't help calling out. 

 

"Lol, I'll save you!" 

 

Ye Chen stands high for nine days. He sees ye luo'er at a glance and comes down immediately. 

 

"Stop him! Open the guard array 

 

When the disciples of ZuLong Temple saw Ye Chen's evil spirit, they felt threatened and quickly opened 

the guard array. 

 

Hum! 

 

All of a sudden, a large array of ten thousand dragons has emerged from the ancestral temple. 

 

This array is made of dragon blood, keel, dragon tendon and other materials. As soon as it is opened, 

thousands of heavenly dragons will appear, roaring in the void and killing Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

"It's a small skill. It's suppressed by me!" 

 

Ye Chen cold hum a, not afraid, if the wind is proud here, he may have fear. 

 

However, all the high-level buildings of the ancestral temple are not there. There is no master in this 

grand array of ten thousand dragons. Its power is very limited. Ye Chen doesn't pay attention to it at all. 

 

Hum! 

 

On Ye Chen's palm, the evil Qi dissipated and a wisp of Buddhist light poured out. 

 



Countless Buddhist lights surged into a pagoda of stupa. On top of the pagoda, gods of heaven and 

dragon, Jinpeng Yasha, Shura Shiva, and other Buddhist gods and monsters were surrounded and sang. 

 

It's just eight of them! 

 

In Ye Chen's hands, the eight pagodas of the pagoda were enlarged and finally turned into a thousand 

story high pagoda, which fell from the sky. 

 

Boom! 

 

The border formation of ZuLong temple was suppressed by the pagoda and collapsed instantly. 

 

The whole pagoda falls on the center of ZuLong temple, releasing the light of Buddha. The eight parts of 

the pagoda are blooming continuously. Countless Buddha dragons roar up to the sky and make a soul 

shaking sound. 

 

"This is The legendary Hongmeng Yuanshu, eight Fu Tu Qi! " 

 

The disciples of ZuLong temple were suddenly shocked, and felt that their blood was suppressed. 

 

These eight Fu Tu Qi have the general atmosphere of Buddhism Tianlong Babu. They have a huge 

suppression effect against the dragon people with general cultivation. 

 

If ye Chen really wants to kill a killer, all the disciples of ZuLong temple will be suppressed and killed by 

the pagoda, and there will be no bones left. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen didn't mean to kill the ancestral temple. He just wanted to save ye luo'er. 

 

"Eight puffs! This guy, double cultivation of Buddha and devil, is not easy. " 

 



When Chen Qingrou saw Ye Chen's hand, she was also shocked. Unexpectedly, ye Chen could release 

the supreme magic power of Buddhism at the same time when he opened the supernatural devil's body. 

Obviously, his cultivation has reached a state of perfect harmony. Both the devil's way and the Buddha's 

Dharma are within his grasp. 

 

At this juncture, Chen Qingrou did not dare to be careless. She transformed herself into a crystal ghost 

dragon. Her whole body was full of crystal black light, resisting the impact of Ye Chen's Buddhism. 

 

"Well? Your breath Who are you, Chen cangsheng? " 

 

Seeing Chen Qingrou's figure, ye Chen catches the mystery of heaven and frowns at once. 

 

Chen cangsheng, also known as the immortal deity, is one of the twelve deities in the past. He is a senior 

elder of the Ming dragon god family.At the beginning, ye Chen went to Zhudao cliff to ask the devil to 

leave the mountain in order to save Xiao shuihan under xuanjiyue. 

 

The demon God, the owner of jueyan fire python, was the host of Qisha Wanya pot. He tempered the 

killing immortal sword for zhetime, and was one of the Twelve Gods. 

 

Ye Chen was the first to know about the "pig raising" plan of the Empress Dowager. 

 

At the beginning, it was the devil God who entrusted Ye Chen to kill the gods. 

 

This entrustment, ye Chen naturally remembers. 

 

Now when I see Chen Qingrou, he has caught a trace of natural cause and effect. 

 

"Do you know my father?" 

 

Chen Qingrou is shocked and the dragon body is shocked. 

 



"It turns out that Chen cangsheng is your father." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes suddenly flashed a trace of killing intention, and his mouth raised a grim smile and said: 

 

"Heaven's law cycle, cause and effect reincarnation, it's really a coincidence. I didn't expect that today, I 

would meet Chen cangsheng's daughter." 

 

"What is your relationship with my father?" 

 

Chen Qingrou's hair stood on end, faintly feeling the great danger. 

 

"You'll know later." 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly, without any nonsense. With a big hand, eight pagodas rose from the ground, 

and all kinds of Buddha's light and dragon spirit continued to explode and roar against Chen Qingrou. 

 

Ye Chen's accomplishments are the three layers of heaven and earth. 

 

Chen Qingrou's cultivation reached the early stage of Huanzhen state. 

 

However, faced with the suppression of yechen pagoda, Chen Qingrou felt infinite pressure and danger, 

as if he would be crushed in the next moment. 

 

"This guy, what a monster 

 

"It's just three layers of heaven and earth. It's so powerful!" 

 

"If you give him a little time to grow up, whether it's Yuwen Shaozhu or my father, he can't be his 

opponent!" 

 



Chen Qingrou is deeply in danger. Facing the suppression of Ye Chen's eight Fu Tu, Chen Qingrou feels 

powerless. The strong men who are still in the real world feel that they can't resist Ye Chen's attack. 

 

Ye Chen is absolutely invincible under the extreme enchantment. The magic Qi drives the pagoda, and 

the blocker is invincible. 

 

"The door of the nose, open it!" 

 

At the critical moment, Chen Qingrou quickly printed her hands and summoned a magic weapon from 

the distant void. 

 

Boom! 

 

A great gate of hell emerges from the void. 

Chapter 4809 

 

 

 

This huge door, carved with ancient dark texture, is surrounded by layers of ghost gas. As soon as it is 

opened, the howling and crying of tens of millions of evil spirits will be heard continuously. 

 

It is the shadow of a-nose ghost crying door! 

 

Ah Bi GUI Wai men is one of the twelve treasures of the supreme emperor. Ye Chen has seen it before. 

 

This door of a nose is the magic weapon of Chen cangsheng's life. As long as the disciples of the Ming 

dragon clan believe in him, they can summon the shadow of this magic weapon and kill the enemy. 

 

As soon as the door of a nose opened, the ghost gas suddenly burst out. 

 



Ye Chen's eight pagodas seem to be polluted, engulfed and annihilated by thousands of evil spirits. 

 

"Tianxian Koi copy, disperse it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen is not in a hurry, the palm of all kinds of immortal gas rush, into a strip of Koi, down. 

 

Chuckle! 

 

Surrounded by all kinds of fairies and Koi, the ferocious ghost Qi was instantly disintegrated, the ice 

disappeared and the snow melted. Even the shadow of the door of a nose was broken and completely 

disappeared. 

 

"Tianxian Koi copy! It turns out that you have taken away the Hongmeng ancient Dharma that the little 

Lord wants 

 

When Chen Qingrou sees Ye Chen's hand, she suddenly loses color. 

 

There are three totally different attributes of supernatural powers, namely, Taishang Tianmo body, Babu 

futu Qi and Tianxian Koi copy. Ye Chen comes at his fingertips and practices the three methods of 

immortals, demons and Buddhas. They are smooth and smooth without any conflict, showing a solid 

foundation of martial arts. 

 

Chen Qingrou's heart is completely cold. 

 

Although her accomplishments are much higher than ye Chen, they are not so high as to be irreparable. 

 

Ye Chen's various supernatural powers are so powerful that they directly cross the gap between the 

realms and suppress her. 

 

"What about the strong? You are just a mole ant in front of my eyes!" 

 



"Don't be afraid, lol, I'll come to rescue you right away!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are cold and arrogant, and the pagoda of the pagoda blows out again to crush Chen 

Qingrou into powder. 

 

Big brother Ye 

 

Ye luo'er is very excited. Many fairies and Koi are also around her, guarding her blood spirit, trying not to 

be affected by the black dragon. 

 

Now ye luo'er is very excited and full of gratitude and worship to Ye Chen. 

 

The master of the hall of the dragon, Chen Qingtang, is not so strong. 

 

"Heaven guard Fu Zhao, absolute defense!" 

 

Seeing that ye Chen's pagoda is suppressed, Chen Qingrou is extremely afraid and panicked, so she 

offers a Fu Zhao in a hurry. 

 

This Fu Zhao is just the bottom card that Yu Wenji left her. It's the Fu Zhao that heaven guards the way! 

 

Hum 

 

As soon as the Fuzhao came out, a huge light ball shield emerged and wrapped Chen Qingrou's body. 

 

On the surface of the shield, there are all kinds of Ancient Runes, like tortoise shells, firmly covered. 

 

Bang! 

 



Ye Chen's pagoda was smashed hard, but it could not shake the guard. Instead, it was shaken upside 

down and flew straight into the sky. The air was surging, and the Buddha's light almost collapsed. 

 

"The heaven keeps the way! It is known as the first guardian of the universe! Absolute defense 

 

Ye Chen looks at this tortoise shell light ball, is also the vision one shrinks, feels not good. 

 

Among all kinds of Taoist methods, Tianshou Daofa is the most powerful in defense. It is said that all 

kinds of dharmas do not invade and all evil spirits do not enter. When one side of the world collapses, it 

can't shake a cent. It's an incredible defense. 

 

"Little Lord, there are strong enemies coming, come and rescue quickly!" 

 

Chen Qingrou stabilizes and immediately pops up a dragon scale. She reports the news here to yuwenji. 

 

Ye Chen wants to stop it, but it seems that the dragon scale is protected by the law of heaven. He can't 

shake it at all. He can only watch the dragon scale shoot into the sky and report all the information that 

happened here to yuwenji. 

 

"You're dead. When the little Lord Yuwen comes, you'll be broken to pieces!" 

 

Chen Qingrou looks at Ye Chen coldly, showing a fierce look. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and the devil's fist burst out, slamming on Chen Qingrou. 

 

Chen Qingrou does not dodge or dodge, standing in the same place. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen's fist bombards the past, and even her hair can't be shaken. On the contrary, her fist is shocked 

by the body protecting light ball, and her bony joints almost burst. 



 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen's face changes greatly. Unexpectedly, Chen Qingrou's protective mask is so powerful. 

 

According to the legend, taishangtian Shoudao is indeed the number one method of protecting the body 

of the heaven. There is no force to shake it. 

 

"Brother ye..." 

 

Ye luo'er also noticed the bad news, and immediately showed a worried look. 

 

"Don't worry. I'll get you out of here." 

 

Ye Chen looked at ye luo'er, bit his teeth, but felt the breath of danger, and kept attacking and killing. 

 

At most two incense sticks, Yuwen Ji will come here.At that time, ye Chen will face a fierce battle, life 

and death are unpredictable. 

 

"If you want to save people, kill me first!" 

 

Chen Qingrou stands in front of Ye luo'er with cold eyes. 

 

If ye Chen wants to save people, unless he steps over her body first. 

 

"Get out of here!" 

 

Ye Chenda is angry, and the dragon Yuan Heavenly Sword comes out of its sheath and mercilessly cuts 

Chen Qingrou. 

 



"This is Dragon Yuan sky sword? " 

 

Chen Qingrou is shocked. The dragon Yuan sky sword, which is the supreme source soldiers specially 

cast for the Ming dragon Protoss, has a great restraint effect against the Ming dragon Protoss. 

 

"It's just a fragment..." 

 

Chen Qingrou is really shocked. If ye Chen really has a dragon Yuan sky sword, the end of the Ming 

dragon god clan will come. Fortunately, she has a close look, and the sword in Ye Chen's hand is just a 

fragment of evolution. It's not the real ontology. 

 

Hiss! 

 

Ye Chen cuts out with a sword and cuts a sword mark on Chen Qingrou's body protecting light ball. 

 

The seemingly unbreakable tianshoudao Dharma finally showed a trace of being shaken. 

 

It can be seen that the dragon Yuan sky sword has the effect of restraining the hell dragon Protoss, and 

the magic power of the Ming dragon god clan is also restrained. 

 

But unfortunately, the sword in Ye Chen's hand is only a fragment after all. Cutting out a sword mark is 

the limit, and it can't really break the shield of the heaven's Taoist Dharma. 

 

Whoa! 

 

Chen Qingrou's shield has been restored again. The defense is so strong that it is hopeless. 

 

"If you leave now, you still have a chance to live. If you wait for our little Lord to come, you will surely 

die." 

 

Chen Qingrou also regained her composure and looked at Ye Chen with a sneer. 



 

Ye Chen's face is very ugly. Ye luo'er suffers in front of his eyes. How can he bear to leave? 

 

"With a turtle shell, do you want to be presumptuous in front of me?" 

 

"To the cold and the ghost gun, break it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen is extremely angry, and shouts up to the sky, and a cold, murderous gun emerges in his hand. 

 

It's the cold ghost gun! 

 

Ye Chen had not used this gun for a long time. His energy accumulation reached the extreme. As soon as 

it came out, it suddenly burst into a cold light. The spear was like a dragon, penetrating the void of 

thousands of weights. It was extremely murderous. 

 

"The six ways of heaven, reincarnation, heavenly power, come!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are sharp, and the six ways of reincarnation emerge. The breath of the six ways in the sky 

is wrapped around the body of the gun. 
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Ye Chen knows very well that it is not necessarily possible to break through the defense of the heaven 

guarding Taoist Dharma by relying on the gun of the cold nether world alone, but with the six samsara 

methods, it is enough! 

 

It can resist the impact of the collapse of the stars and the crushing of fate gear, but it is impossible to 

block the killing of samsara Tianwei. 

 



The law of samsara represents the supreme of the heavens, which destroys everything and runs through 

everything. 

 

Boom! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's left hand rises the dark source symbol, and the eternal night covers the 

whole ZuLong temple in an instant. 

 

In the absolute darkness, the gun is the only light! 

 

Chen Qingrou's pupil shrinks. Under the cover of darkness, she doesn't see the light of the six ways of 

reincarnation. She only sees the spear that seems to run through the world. 

 

Bang! 

 

Ye Chen shot hard, as if to pierce a big world, in the reincarnation Tianwei perfusion, finally pierced 

Chen Qingrou's Taoist shield! 

 

Puff! 

 

Chen Qingrou opened her mouth and gushed blood. Her shoulder was pierced, and severe pain came. 

 

"This is The breath of the six ways of reincarnation! You You are... " 

 

Chen Qingrou was shocked and disgraced. In this moment, she felt the power of reincarnation. 

 

What pierced through her body shield was on the surface the extremely cold Youming gun, but in fact, it 

was the six reincarnation methods behind her. 

 

Reincarnation of Tianwei, crushed all the Dao Qi, so ye Chen this shot, just easily stabbed in. 



 

"Yes, I am the reincarnation master! One day, I will kill the hell Dragon God clan and kill all of you, the 

God of human beings and the little master of Yuwen! " 

 

The fierce voice in the body and the eyes of Chen Ruo, the fierce voice of Chen Qingrou, is transmitted 

to the world. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen flies to ye luo'er, picks up ye luo'er's body, a dark shadow escapes, and leaves 

ZuLong Temple directly. 

 

Boom 

 

The darkness of the great devil's Day is fading away. 

 

The disciples of ZuLong Temple saw Ye Chen's figure and disappeared completely. 

 

Ye Luo Er's figure, also disappeared. 

 

And Chen Qingrou. I don't know where to go. 

 

"No, Saint lol has been taken away by that fellow!" 

 

The crowd exclaimed, obviously, ye luo'er was taken away by Ye Chen. 

 

The abacus of ZuLong temple is to drag Ye Chen into the water and restrict Yuwen Ji. 

 

But ye Chen, with no intention of becoming a chess piece, directly takes ye luo'er away. 

 

From then on, ye Chen wants ye luo'er to stay with him forever and never to separate. 

 



Whoa. 

 

Shortly after ye Chen left, the sky above the ancestral temple was filled with gold. A man in a Golden 

Dragon Robe appeared tearing the void. It was yuwenji. 

 

"Yuwen little master!" 

 

Everyone was shocked when they saw Yuwen Ji coming. 

 

Now Chen Qingrou is dead or alive, and ye luo'er is gone. How can ZuLong Temple tell yuwenji? 

 

Yuwen Ji didn't speak. His face was a little gloomy. The dragon claw grabbed the residual cause and 

effect in the air for a while. 

 

"Eight Fu Tu Qi, Tai Shang Tian Mo Ti, Tian Xian Jin Li Chao, and Six ways of reincarnation? " 

 

Yu Wenji discovered the traces of the six ways of reincarnation, and his eyes lit up. 

 

Although Ye Chen has tried his best to cover up with the eternal night, yuwenji is the evil genius of the 

heaven and man realm, and his means are very strong, and he still catches a trace. 

 

"It turns out that the whore, the man in her heart, is actually the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

"The wild demon sword, the demon blood stone, are all in the hands of the reincarnation master!" 

 

"There is also a piece of the dragon sword in his hand, which is the nemesis of the Ming dragon clan." 

 

All of a sudden, yuwenji's insight into the nature of the universe captured infinite causality. 

 

As long as there is a little trace of him, a master like him can see the root of the problem. 



 

Now ye Chen leaves a trace of the six ways of reincarnation, and yuwenji deduces a lot of valuable 

intelligence. 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation! I can't believe that I should fight with the reincarnation Lord! If I can kill this 

person, I can get the air transport in an instant, be accepted by wanxu, and fly directly to become the 

superior! " 

 

Yu Wen Ji burst of blood turbulence, completely did not expect everything behind, there are 

reincarnation of the Lord figure. 

 

This is a great opportunity! 

 

If he kills the other party, he will get the blessing of wanxu, fly to the supreme and become the superior. 

 

However, the reincarnation of the reincarnation of the reincarnation of yuwenji is extremely lucky. It is 

not so easy for Yu Wenji to win. If he does not do well, he will fall. 

 

Behind the opportunities, there are deep dangers. 

 

"Go back and discuss with Uncle Chen. The master of samsara is so lucky that even xuanjiyue and 

Emperor Shitian can't kill him. How can I be careless?" 

 

"Damn it, Qingrou is gone. She must have been taken away by the reincarnation master. I'm afraid it's 

hard to be innocent. How can I tell Uncle Chen?"In a flash, Yu Wenji thought of chasing Ye Chen, but he 

was alone and not sure. He had to go back to heaven and man to discuss with God. 

 

And ye Chen, also holding ye luo'er, flew far away from the ancestral dragon temple. 

 

"Yuwen Ji is here?" 

 



Between flying away, ye Chen feels the Dragon Qi surging in the distance, and a strong breath comes, 

which is obviously Yuwen Ji. 

 

However, the breath of Yuwen Ji only lingered for a moment, and disappeared immediately, without any 

intention of pursuing. 

 

"He knew who I was and didn't dare to be careless." 

 

When ye Chen's face sank, he immediately pushed the performance of Tianji. Knowing that his identity 

was exposed, he aroused Yu Wenji's vigilance, and the other party did not dare to chase after him. 

 

"In the future, I and the dragon clan will never die." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are cold. Yu Wenji doesn't want to pursue him. He must go back to heaven and man's 

domain and discuss with Chen cangsheng. 

 

Experts at the level of Ye Chen and yuwenji are very alert. As long as there is a little movement and a 

trace left by the other party, they can instantly reverse the nature, understand the good and evil in 

advance, and see through all the plots. 

 

Therefore, whether ye Chen or Yu Wen Ji, are deeply aware that the fight between the two sides, 

conspiracy is useless, can only fight hard strength. 

 

Once yuwenji integrates all the forces of the Ming dragon Protoss, the one waiting for ye Chen will be an 

absolute disaster, and the threat is no less than the butcher's assembly. 

 

"Hehe, it depends on who has the means." 

 

Ye Chen laughs coldly. Now yuwenji returns to the heaven and man realm and wants to integrate his 

forces. Ye Chen is clean for the time being and will not be disturbed again. 

 

But this is only the silence before the storm! 



 

Once Yuwen Ji comes back, it is absolutely as terrible as destroying the heaven and the earth. 

 

"Are you all right, lol?" 

 

Ye Chen calms down. Although the storm will be stormy, at least, he is safe now. 

 

Holding ye luo'er tightly, ye Chen's immortal light surges in his hand, releasing a string of immortal Koi, 

as well as wisps of yellow spring holy water around ye luo'er's body, trying to dispel the erosion of the 

ghost dragon for her. 

 

"Brother ye, I'm fine." 

 

Ye Luo Er's face is ruddy, mental state seems to be very good, revealed a sweet smile. 


